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I Types of Nonresponse Bias:

� Unit Nonresponse: A selected individual does not participate in
the survey

I Non-contact

I Refusal
I Inability to participate

� Item Nonresponse: A participating individual does not provide
a response for a single item in the survey

I DKs, undecided, haven’t though about it, etc.
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Nonresponse Bias

I Example:

� You survey 1,000 people
� Old people (65+ years old) make up 20% of population
� Old people make up 40% of sample (because they are more

likely to be home)
� Suppose that in the population:

I 60% of older people plan to vote for McCain
I 45% of young people plan to vote for McCain

� Suppose that the old/young people in the sample resemble
old/young people in population



Nonresponse Bias

I In the Population:

Obama McCain Total
Young 44% 36% 80%
Old 8% 12% 20%
Total 52% 48%

I In the Sample:

Obama McCain Total
Young 33% 27% 60%
Old 16% 24% 40%
Total 49% 51%
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Nonresponse Bias

I The difference between 52% and 49% is the nonresponse bias
in the estimate of Obama’s vote share

I Nonresponse bias occurs because nonrespondents have a
different distribution of values that the respondents

I In this case, the respondents are more likely to be old, and are
therefore more likely to prefer McCain than the
nonrespondents

I When thinking about when unit nonresponse bias is likely to
be present, consider the three forms of unit nonresponse
separately
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Nonresponse Bias

I Reasons for non-contact:

� Telephone surveys
I Selected individual is not home (landline)
I Selected individual is busy (cell phone)
I Selected individual does not answer phone

� Personal visits
I Selected individual is not home
I Selected individual does not answer door
I Housing unit is not accessible

� Mail surveys
I Mailman does not deliver
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Nonresponse Bias

I Some factors affecting contact:

� How many hours home (unemployed, retired, young children,
ill)

� Late shift (not home during standard call times)
� Answering machine
� Apartment dwellers harder to reach
� Gated communities harder to reach



Nonresponse Bias

I Items most likely to suffer from non-contact bias:

� Were you recently laid off?

� Do you have children in day care?
� Will you vote for John McCain?
� Did you watch the Oscars?
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� Making multiple home visits
� Sending multiple copies
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I Items most likely to suffer from refusal bias:

� Is the mainstream media biased

� Are the polls accurate?
� How many hours a day do you spend watching TV
� Any question relating to interest in the topic of the survey!

(e.g. interest in Golf in a survey conducted by Golf digest)
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Nonresponse Bias

I Some factors affecting inability to respond:

� Health problems
� Poor English speaking
� Extremely low IQ

I Items most likely to suffer from inability bias:

� Are you currently receiving paid disability?
� Are you a recent immigrant?
� Have you ever suffered from a mental illness?
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Nonresponse Bias

I Assume binary item (e.g. Obama vs. McCain)

� Let Yn = 1 denote a vote for McCain and Yn = 0 a vote for
Obama

I Assume two groups (e.g. old vs. young)

� Let Xn = 1 denote the old
� Let Xn = 0 denote the young



Nonresponse Bias

I Let py denote sample proportion of McCain supporters

I Let πX denote population proportion of old voters

I Let 1− πX denote population proportion of young voters

I Let pX denote sample proportion of old voters

I Let 1− pX denote sample proportion of young voters

I Let pX=1
Y denote the proportion of McCain supporters among

the old

I Let pX=0
Y denote the proportion of McCain supporters among

the young



Nonresponse Bias

I Notice that,

pY = pX︸︷︷︸
proportion
of the old

in the samp.

∗ pX=1
Y︸ ︷︷ ︸

proportion
of the old
who plan to

vote for McCain

+ (1− pX)︸ ︷︷ ︸
proportion

of the young
in the samp.

∗ pX=0
Y︸ ︷︷ ︸

proportion
of the young
who plan to

vote for McCain

I Define the weighted sampling proportion by,

pWY = πX︸︷︷︸
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of the old
in the pop.
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I Example:

� Suppose that in our survey of Democratic primary voters, 55%
of Women voted for Clinton and 40% of Men voted for men
voted for Clinton. Suppose that the fraction of women in our
survey is 60%, but that the actual proportion is 50%.
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Nonresponse Bias

I This approach of correcting for nonresponse bias is known as
cell weighting

I More generally (i.e. more than two groups)

pY = pX=1p
X=1
Y + pX=2p

X=2
Y + · · ·+ pX=Jp

X=J
Y

pWY = πX=1p
X=1
Y + πX=2p

X=2
Y + · · ·+ πX=Jp

X=J
Y

I All the p’s will be known because they can be computed from
the sample

I In order to computed weighted proportion, πX=j must be
known as well

I We can only weight by things that we know from other sources
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Nonresponse Bias

I Correct by weighting based on observables variables whose
distribution is known in the population

� Observables: We can’t weight based on something we don’t
observe

� Known distribution: We have to know what to weight to



Nonresponse Bias

I Some choices for X (weighting variables)

� Age: 18-34, 35-64, 65+

� Gender: M, F
� Race: Black, Other

I The actually values for πX=j are called weighting targets

I Create groups for every combination of categories,

� Group1 = Black Males 18-34
� Group 2 = Black Males 35-64
� . . .

I Here there are 12 cells
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Nonresponse Bias

I Example:

� The following is from the ABC / Wash Post survey
� In addition to other variables, a variable called weight is

included

� Create 32 cells based on race, age, gender, and education
� Population values for these cells are based on the Current

Population Survey (CPS) conducted by the U.S. Census
Bureau

� Response rate of ABC / Wash Post survey: 20
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� Choose items with low measurement error

� Joint distribution must be available (problem for cell
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� Too many targets leads to empty cells (problem for cell
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Nonresponse Bias

I Example:

� You are conducting an exit poll of voters in Long Beach
� You would like to correct for nonresponse on the basis of Age,

Race, and Gender



Nonresponse Bias

I Example: The 2004 Washington Post / ABC Pre-election Poll

I Example: The 2004 CBS / NY Times Pre-election Poll

I Example: The 2004 Gallup Post Election Poll

I Example: The 2021 Washington Post / ABC Pre-election Poll



Nonresponse Bias

I Estimate of Bush and Kerry vote from ABC/Wash. Post Poll
(poll904.sav):

Bush Kerry
Unweighted 50.7% 41.0%
Weighted



Nonresponse Bias

I Population vs. Sample Demographics (unweighted):

Population Sample
Demographics Demographics

(unweighted)
Female 50.9% 50.2%
Black 10.3% 7.9%
Less than HS 14.1% 5.6%
H.S. grad 32.6% 30.6%
Some College 53.3% 63.8%
Age 18-30 23.6% 15.3%
Age 31-44 27.6% 24.7%
Age 45-60 28.2% 36.6%
Age 60+ 20.6% 23.4%
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I Population vs. Sample Demographics (weighted):

Population Sample
Demographics Demographics

(weighted)
Female 50.9% 50.9%
Black 10.3% 10.3%
Less than HS 14.1% 14.1%
H.S. grad 32.6% 32.6%
Some College 53.3% 53.3%
Age 18-30 23.6% 23.6%
Age 31-44 27.6% 27.6%
Age 45-60 28.2% 28.2%
Age 60+ 20.6% 20.6%



Nonresponse Bias

I Estimate of Bush and Kerry vote from ABC/Wash. Post Poll
(poll904.sav):

Bush Kerry
Unweighted 50.7% 41.0%
Weighted 48.6% 42.5%



Nonresponse Bias

I How cell weights are actually created:

� Find (or create) a variable Xn which indicates group
membership

� If Xn = j, create a weight Wn =
πX=j

pX=j

� Create a new variable in SPSS and name it weight1 (for
example)

� Use the transform/compute command in SPSS
� Compute pX=j using frequencies command
� Get πX=j from external source



Nonresponse Bias

I Example:

� In the 2004 Presidential exit poll, there were 36.5% Dem.,
37.1% Rep., and 26.4% Independents

� In the Gallup poll, there are 39.6% Republican, 30.0% Ind.
And 30.4% Dem.

� Use the following code for weighting variable:

(partyrr=1)*.371/.396 + (partyrr=2)*.264/.300 +
(partyrr=3)*.365/.304

� Double check you results by turning on the weighting and
making sure that the frequencies have changed to the
weighting targets



Nonresponse Bias

I Example:

� Suppose that we want to weight by both party ID and race
� Use 2004 exit polls for weighting targets
� Turn weights on and create cross-tab of party ID by race

(recoding variables as appropriate)
� Create same cross tab for Gallup poll (recoding variables as

appropriate)
� Create weight using the transform command



Nonresponse Bias

I How can we test for nonresponse bias

� Compare sample to population
� Paradox: if we knew the population, we could correct for it

using weighting
� Hence, we can’t (usually) test for nonresponse bias in the

weighted sample proportion
� Important: MoE does not account for nonresponse bias (it was

derived under the assumption that there is no nonresponse
bias)



Nonresponse Bias

I Does Weighting Work?

� Weighting by observables corrects for selection based on
observables with known marginals

I If older people are more likely to respond to your survey,
weighting by age group will correct for this bias

� It does not correct for selection based on unobservables
I If people who are more interested in politics are more likely to

participate in the NES, weighting by demographics alone will
not fully correct for nonresponse bias
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Nonresponse Bias

I Example: The American National Election Study

1980 1984 1988
Actual 52.8% 53.3% 50.3%
Self-Reported 71.3% (1.2%) 73.6% (1.0%) 69.6% (1.1%)
Validated 62.0% (1.3%) 64.8% (1.1%) 59.8% (1.2%)
Weighted 59.0% (1.3%) 61.8% (1.1%) 57.7% (1.2%)

I In some cases, weighting by demographics alone may not fully
correct for nonresponse bias



Nonresponse Bias

I Example: Weighting by Party in Political Surveys

� Selection based on ideology
� Demographics poor proxies for ideology
� Party identification good proxy
� Problem: The population values for these are not known
� Some political surveys: Weight to result of last exit poll or

subjective estimate
� Party identification fluctuates over time
� Most political surveys don’t weight by party



Nonresponse Bias

I MoveOn.org Ad (Sept. 2004):



Nonresponse Bias

I Ruy Teixeira of Donkey Rising (Sept. 2004):

� CBS News/New York Times poll has it close to even! Well,
that is if you weight their data to conform to the 4 point
Democratic party ID lead which we have good reason to
believe is the underlying distribution in the voting electorate.
As many have already heard, the new CBS News/New York
Times poll, conducted September 12-16, gives Bush an 8 point
lead (50-42) among RVs–but also gives the Republicans a 4
point edge on party ID. Re-weight their data to conform to an
underlying Democratic 4 point edge (using the 39D/35R/26I
distribution from the 2000 exit poll) and you get a nearly even
race, 47 Bush/46 Kerry.



Nonresponse Bias

I Frank Newport of Gallup (Sept. 2004):

� Party affiliation “is an attitude, not a demographic trait”.
Voters can change their minds about which party they identify
with more than one during an election year.



Nonresponse Bias

I Actual Party ID from Exit Polls:

1996 2000 2004
Democrat 39% 39% 37%
Independent 26% 27% 26%
Republican 35% 35% 37%



Nonresponse Bias

I Sydney Blumenthal of Mystery Pollster:

� Just three months ago a poll by the Los Angeles Times showed
a similarly abrupt “tilt” in party ID (to a 13 point, 38% to
25% Democratic advantage) that helped give Kerry a seven
point lead. Teixeira argued that “there are ample grounds for
thinking there is, in fact, a surge toward the Democrats and
their positions and away from the Republicans and their
positions among the broad electorate. A growing Democratic
party ID advantage is a logical consequence of that surge,
since party ID does not remain stable as political conditions
change”. Apparently Party ID isn’t the only thing that can
change in a few month’s time.



Nonresponse Bias

I Actual Party ID from Exit Polls:

1996 2000 2004 2008 2012 2016 2020
Democrat 39 39 37 39 38 37 37
Independent 26 27 26 29 29 33 26
Republican 35 35 37 32 32 31 36



Nonresponse Bias

I Actual Party ID from Exit Polls:
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Nonresponse Bias

I Actual Party ID from Exit Polls (presidential elections
marked):
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Nonresponse Bias

I In 2020, the ABC/Washington Post final poll for Wisconsin
had Biden up by 17 points over Trump

I The actual election result was Biden up by 0.7 points over
trump
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I In 2020, the ABC/Washington Post final poll for Wisconsin
had Biden up by 17 points over Trump

I The actual election result was Biden up by 0.7 points over
trump



Nonresponse Bias

I ABC/Washington Post Final Poll, Unweighted Results:



Nonresponse Bias

I ABC/Washington Post Final Poll, Weighted to “full
demographics”:



Nonresponse Bias

I ABC/Washington Post Final Poll, Weighted to “collapsed
demographics”:



Nonresponse Bias

I ABC/Washington Post Final Poll, “final weight”:



Nonresponse Bias

I ABC/Washington Post Final Poll:

Unweighted W1 W2 W3
Biden 57 57 56 56
Trump 39 38 39 39

HS or less 31.0 38.2 38.2 38.3
Some College 26.5 33.0 33.0 32.9
College Deg. 26.4 19.1 19.1 19.1
Grad Deg. 15.7 9.4 9.4 9.4



Nonresponse Bias

I ABC/Washington Post Final Poll:

Unweighted W1 W2 W3 US Census
HS or less 31.0 38.2 38.2 38.3 38.0
Some College 26.5 33.0 33.0 32.9 31.2
College Deg. 26.4 19.1 19.1 19.1 20.3
Grad Deg. 15.7 9.4 9.4 9.4 10.7



Nonresponse Bias

I ABC/Washington Post Final Poll:

Unweighted W1 W2 W3 US Census Exit Poll
HS or less 31.0 38.2 38.2 38.3 38.0 22.0
Some College 26.5 33.0 33.0 32.9 31.2 43.0
College Deg. 26.4 19.1 19.1 19.1 20.3 23.0
Grad Deg. 15.7 9.4 9.4 9.4 10.7 11.0



Nonresponse Bias

I ABC/Washington Post Final Poll:

Unweighted W1 W2 W3 US Census Exit Poll
White, 48.9 58.8 59.0 59.0 56.2 56.0
No College
Non-white, 8.8 12.6 12.5 12.5 16.8 10.0
No College



Item Nonresponse

I Some units will participate in the survey, but will refuse to
answer certain questions

� Household income

I More subtle form:

� Interviewer: Do you approve of President Bush?
� Respondent: It depends
� Interviewer: Well it general, do you approve of President bush
� I’m not really sure

I In both cases, we have missing values for Presidential
Approval (e.g. those dots in SPSS files)
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I Some units will participate in the survey, but will refuse to
answer certain questions

� Household income

I More subtle form:

� Interviewer: Do you approve of President Bush?
� Respondent: It depends
� Interviewer: Well it general, do you approve of President bush
� I’m not really sure

I In both cases, we have missing values for Presidential
Approval (e.g. those dots in SPSS files)



Item Nonresponse

I Item nonresponse is similar to unit nonresponse in that it can
induce bias in our estimates

I Example:

� If wealthier people are more likely refuse the income question,
then we will underestimate average income in the sample



Item Nonresponse

I Fortunately, item nonresponse is much easier to correct for

I Two approaches:

� Basic approach: Make educated guesses to assign missing
values to categories

I If a respondent has a missing values for self-reported voting,
code as ‘didn’t vote’

I In a pre-election survey, assign missing values in vote question
to challenger

I Assign missing values in party ID question to Independent
category

� Sophisticated approach: ‘impute’ missing values based on
available data using regression techniques
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Item Nonresponse

I Example 1: Recode data for partisan identifiers using DK as
non-party

I Example 2: Code DK to 1-7 ideology items as 4

I Example 3: Code DK/undecided voters in trial heat as:

� Will not vote
� Vote 3rd party
� Vote challenger
� 60% vote challenger?
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I Example 1: Recode data for partisan identifiers using DK as
non-party

I Example 2: Code DK to 1-7 ideology items as 4

I Example 3: Code DK/undecided voters in trial heat as:
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� Vote 3rd party
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(Non-simple) Random Sampling

I Suppose that we conduct a sample that is stratified by
race—1000 Black respondents and 1000 non-Black
respondents

I Suppose that we want to use this to measure Obama’s
approval rating among American adults

I We have coverage bias by design

I We can correct for non-simple random sampling by weighting



(Non-simple) Random Sampling

I Suppose that we conduct a sample that is stratified by
race—1000 Black respondents and 1000 non-Black
respondents

I Suppose that we want to use this to measure Obama’s
approval rating among American adults

I We have coverage bias by design

I We can correct for non-simple random sampling by weighting



(Non-simple) Random Sampling

I Example (from 2006):

� Are black voters in more likely to support Rendell (D) or
Swann (R) for Senate in PA?

� 10.5% of Pennsylvanians are Black
� Suppose that we were able to obtain a stratified random

sample of 500 black Pennsylvanians and 500 non-black
Pennsylvanians

� We find that 20.5% of voters in our sample intend to vote for
Swann for governor

� Can we determine that 20.5% percent of Pennsylvania voters
intend to vote for Swann?



(Non-simple) Random Sampling

I Example (from 2006):

� Answer: No!
� This is not a simple random sample, it is a stratified random

sample
� Suppose that in our survey, we found that 35.0% of whites and

6.0% of blacks intend to vote for Swann
� We could estimate the percentage of voters who intend to vote

for Swann by weighting these proportions

pWY = 0.895︸ ︷︷ ︸
proportion

of non-blacks
in the pop.

∗ 0.36︸︷︷︸
proportion

of non-blacks
who plan to

vote for Swann

+ 0.105︸ ︷︷ ︸
proportion
of blacks
in the pop.

∗ 0.06︸︷︷︸
proportion
of blacks

who plan to
vote for Swann
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(Non-simple) Random Sampling

I Simple random samples are the easiest to deal with

I But, we may want a (non-simple) random sample for
statistical efficiency (see Lecture Slides 3)

I If we don’t use a simple random sample, we must take this
into account by weighting observations by 1 / Probability of
Selection



Measurement Error

I Measurement error means the values we measure are
‘incorrect’

� Misreporting—respondents essentially lie to us

� Memory problems—respondents don’t remember the answer
� Item comprehension—respondents don’t correctly understand

what they are being asked
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Measurement Error

I Examples of Measurement Error:

� In a survey, we ask people whether they voted in the last
election, but people who didn’t vote may report voting
(misreporting)

� We ask people to report their income, but they lie
� We would like to know the proportion of people who support

partial birth abortion, but the answer we get depends on how
we word the question

� When we ask people how they voted in the last state
legislative election, they don’t remember who they voted for

� We would like to know the percentage of respondents who
approve of President Bush, but the answer we get depends on
whether we ask the question before or after we ask
respondents their opinions on Iraq
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I Examples of Measurement Error:

� In a survey, we ask people whether they voted in the last
election, but people who didn’t vote may report voting
(misreporting)

� We ask people to report their income, but they lie
� We would like to know the proportion of people who support

partial birth abortion, but the answer we get depends on how
we word the question

� When we ask people how they voted in the last state
legislative election, they don’t remember who they voted for

� We would like to know the percentage of respondents who
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Measurement Error

I Self Reported Voter Turnout in the ANES

1980 1984 1988
Self-Reported 71.3% (1.2%) 73.6% (1.0%) 69.6% (1.1%)
Validated 62.0% (1.3%) 64.8% (1.1%) 59.8% (1.2%)
Actual 52.8% 53.3% 50.3%



Measurement Error

I Measurement error is hard to correct for

I One method: external verification

I Often, external verification is not available, or prohibitively
expensive

I Solution: avoid survey designs that lead to increased
measurement error



Measurement Error

I A more subtle form of measurement error: Question
wording/order effects

I Consider the question of presidential approval:

� USA Today/Gallup:
I “Do you approve or disapprove of the way George W. Bush is

handling his job as president?”

� AP/Ipsos:
I “Overall, do you approve, disapprove or have mixed feelings

about the way George W. Bush is handling his job as
president?” If “mixed feelings” or not sure: “If you had to
choose, do you lean more toward approve or disapprove?”

� Harris:
I “How would you rate the overall job President George W.

Bush is doing as president: excellent, pretty good, only fair, or
poor?”
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Measurement Error

I Testing for Question Wording Effects:

� Split sample experiments: Randomly assign N/2 respondents
to form A and N/2 respondents to form B



Measurement Error



Measurement Error

I Form A: If there is a serious fuel shortage this winter, do you
think there should be a law requiring people to lower the heat
in their homes, or do you think this should be left to
individuals families to decide
Should be a law—35.2%
Oppose law—64.8%

I Form B: If there is a serious fuel shortage this winter, do you
think there should be a law requiring people to lower the heat
in their homes, or do you oppose such a law because it would
be too difficult to enfore
Should be a law—25.5%
Oppose law—74.5%



Measurement Error

I Question Order Effects:

� The answer we get to a question depends on which questions
we have asked so far

� Example: Bishop et. al., “Political Information Processing:
Question Ordering and Context Effects”
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Likely Voters

I Suppose that measurement error, unit nonresponse, and item
nonresponse are absent

I Hence, we can obtain a simple random sample of American
adults

I In pre-election surveys, there is one additional problem

I We want a simple random sample of voters, not American
adults

I Question: How can we go from adults to voters?
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Likely Voters

I Answer: Using likely voter models

I Techniques for determining likely voters were pioneered by
Gallup

� If voter is not registered or says they won’t vote, exclude as
likely voter (leaves about 80-90% of respondents)

� Seven questions are used to determine likely voter status
among remaining respondents

I How often have you voted in the past?
I Do you know where your polling place is?

� Respondents get a score of 0-7
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Likely Voters

I Using likely voter models (continued)

� A guess is made about the size of the target voting population

� A cutoff is chosen such that x% of voters are above the cutoff
� Voters who are above the cutoff are the likely voters
� For example, a cutoff for the 2022 Presidential election might

be 40%
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I Using likely voter models (continued)

� A guess is made about the size of the target voting population
� A cutoff is chosen such that x% of voters are above the cutoff
� Voters who are above the cutoff are the likely voters
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Likely Voters

I Step 1: Gallup items for estimating likely voter models
1) How much have you thought about the upcoming elections for

president, quite a lot or only a little? (Quite a lot or Some
(vol.) = 1 point )

2) Do you happen to know where people who live in your
neighborhood go to vote? (Yes = 1 point)

3) Have you ever voted in your precinct or election district? (Yes
= 1 point)

4) How often would you say you vote, always, nearly always, part
of the time or seldom (Always or nearly always = 1 point)

5) Do you plan to vote in the presidential election this
November? (Yes = 1 point)

6) In the last presidential election, did you vote for Al Gore or
George Bush, or did things come up to keep you from voting?”
(Voted = 1 point)

7) If “1” represents someone who will definitely not vote and
“10” represents someone who definitely will vote, where on
this scale would you place yourself? (Score of 7-10 = 1 point)



Likely Voters

I Step 1: Gallup Items for Estimating Likely Voter Models

� In SPSS
I Use transform to create score1 and type in text box,

(p62=1 | p62=2)+(p71=1)+(p72=1)+(p63=1 | p63=2)+(p64=1)+(p75=1)
+(p65 >= 7 & p65 <= 10)



Likely Voters

I Step 2: Adjust for not registered, say will not vote, and
already voted

� In SPSS:
I Use transform to create score2 and type in text box,

max(score1*(p17 =1 | p17=2)*(p64 =2),7*(p73=1))



Likely Voters

I Step 3: Adjust for the young

� In SPSS:
I Use transform to create score2 and type in text box,

(wp1220=18 | wp1220=19)*(score2=1)*1
+(wp1220=18 | wp1220=19)*(score2=2 | score2=3)*2

+(wp1220=18 | wp1220=19)*(score2=4 | score2=5 | score2=6 |
score2=7)*(7-score2)

+(wp1220=20 | wp1220=21)* (score2=2 | score2=3)*1
+(wp1220=20 | wp1220=21)*(score2=4)*2

+(wp1220=20 | wp1220=21)*(score2=5 | score2=6 | score2=7)*(7-score2)



Likely Voters

I Step 4: Using demographic weights, plot frequencies of score3



Likely Voters

I � Since target turnout is 64%, we need all 7’s +
(.64-.601)/.117=.33333 of the 6’s

� In SPSS:
I Use transform to create lvw_64 and type in text box,

(score3=7)*wtfctr+.33333*(score3=6)*wtfctr



Likely Voters

I Some alternative turnout targets,

� WLV_50 (50%): .5/.601 for every 7

.5/.601*(score3=7)*wtfctr

� WLV_55 (55%): .55/.601 for every 7

.55/.601*(score3=7)*wtfctr

� WLV_60 (60%): .60/.601 for every 7

.6/.601*(score3=7)*wtfctr

� WLV_62 (62%): Every 7 and (.62-.601)/.117 of every 6

(score3=7)*wtfctr+(.62-.601)/.117*(score3=6)*wtfctr



Likely Voters

I Weighted Results (all respondents):



Likely Voters

I Weighted Results (50% LV):



Likely Voters

I Weighted Results (55% LV):



Likely Voters

I Weighted Results (60% LV):



Likely Voters

I Weighted Results (62% LV):



Likely Voters

I Weighted Results (64% LV):



Likely Voters

I Example: Gallup poll, 10/24-10/26

� Data set has demographic weights and well as weights for
likely voters for different cutoffs

� In SPSS, you can implement weighting by selecting Data =⇒
Weight Cases



Likely Voters

I Estimate of Bush and Kerry vote from Gallup poll (10/24/04):

Kerry Bush
RV—Unweighted 45.6% 49.7%
RV—Weighted 46.2% 49.0%

LV—50% Turnout 43.3% 52.5%
LV—55% Turnout 43.5% 52.4%
LV—60% Turnout 44.1% 51.9%
LV—65% Turnout 44.6% 51.6%



Likely Voters

I The Gallup model remains the most widely used method to
asses likely voters

I Two alternative methods:

� Weight directly to voting population rather than American
adult population and don’t use likely voter model (Zogby,
Rasmussen up until mid 2006)

� Sophisticated methods based on regression (WP/ABC)



Likely Voters
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Likely Voters

I On the website there are data sets from two polls,
Washington Post ABC and CBS polls

� CBS polls: Sample of registered voters / determine likely voters
� ABC/Washington Post: Sample of likely voters / pre-screen

voters for likelihood of voting



Likely Voters

I Drawbacks of likely voter models:

� Many of the inputs in the model are based on enthusiasm
� Enthusiasms may wax and wane in ways that don’t actually

effect voting behavior



Likely Voters

I Erikson et. al (2004), 2000 Presidential Election:



Likely Voters

I Bush-Kerry vote before 2004 election:



Likely Voters

I Obama-McCain before 2008 election:



Likely Voters

I Obama-McCain before 2008 election:


